
1 Introduction

We developed a mobile earth station which includes a 
modem using multiple block coded modulation (MBCM) 
for transmitting images in mobile satellite communica-
tions. This earth station adopts an unequal error protection 
technology with error protection levels corresponding to 
the importance of the data bit transmitted. As in the 
environment of the mobile satellite communication, where 
the signal-to-noise ratio of received signals constantly 
fluctuates, it is expected to enhance the reliability of 
communication[1]. In experiments for code modulation 
technology using the Engineering Test Satellite VIII, the bit 
error rate was measured as basic performance and the 
performance of the multiple block coded modulation in a 
non-linear region were also evaluated since performance 
degradation due to non-linearity of the high power 
amplifier through power limitation in the satellite link 
often occurred. Additionally, an earth station was mounted 
on a vehicle and an image transmitting experiment was 
performed during vehicle running. In this paper, the results 
of these experiments are described.

2 Image transmitting earth station using 
multiple block coded modulation 

Table 1 shows specifications of the developed modem 
in the image transmitting earth station. Numbers of 
multiple bundled symbols of multiple block coded 
modulation are 2, 4 and 6, that are selectable by a switch. A 
larger multiple number has a higher error endurance for 
the important bit. Other conventional modulation methods 

such as BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK can be selected for 
comparison purpose. MPEG4 scheme is used for image 
codec. It has three protection levels (unequal error 
protection) for transmitted data corresponding to its 
importance. For example, when transmitting images by IP 
packet signals, three pieces of information such as the 
packet address information in the header of the frame, the 
header of the image signal, and part of image data are 
transmitted with error protection of 17/750, 17/125 and 
102/125 respectively when they are multiple block coded 
with multiple number 6. These coding rates provide the 
minimum squared Euclidean distance of 24.6, 24.0 and 4.0. 
The quality of total transmission data is enhanced by giving 
high error endurance to the frame header and the image 
header that have stronger impact on the quality of 
transmission. Multiple coded modulation is characterized 
by realizing the above different error protections using a 
single coded modulation and demodulation scheme. Figure 1 
shows a picture of the modulation and demodulation. The 
radio-frequency component of the earth station has 
equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of 20 dBW 
and figure of merit (G/T) of -15 dBK. A flat antenna 
(phased array type) is used for the mobile earth station in 
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A mobile earth station using the multiple block coded modulation technique has been 
developed for video image transmission.  The performance evaluation tests for this earth station 
were conducted via the satellite communication link.  Among the obtained measurement results, 
the bit error rate performance through the satellite link is almost the same as that of the 
computer simulation results, and the degradation of the performance due to the non-linearity of 
the satellite link is very small.  These results show that the multiple coded modulation technique 
is suitable for the satellite communications.

Table 1　Main characteristics of the MODEM part
Modulation： MBCM (k =2, 4, 6), BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK
Information bit rate： 65.8 kbps - 1579.2 kbps
Error correcting code： 
　　Outer code： Reed-Solomon coding (204, 188)
　　Inner Code： Convolutional coding (rate=1/2)/Viterbi decoding
Block frame length： 7500 symbols
　　(Header： 360 symbols, Data： 7140 symbols)
Band pass filter： Raised cosine filter（roll-off=0.3）
Tx/Rx IF signal frequency： 140 MHz band
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this experiment because it can be easily mounted on a 
vehicle[2]. Table 2 shows major specifications of the 
antenna. The antenna gain shown in Table 2 is the value 
when the satellite elevation angle is 45 degrees. For tracking 
the satellite, we have the open loop method to be controlled 
by the position and the direction information from the 
vehicle, and the closed loop method for tracking the 
satellite by searching the maximum level of the signals 
through antenna’s own beam scanning. The continuously 
variable phase shifter that can shift phase continuously is 
adopted in order to reduce quantization error. The 
tracking speed is 30 degrees at maximum per second. It is 
an adequate speed for satellite tracking during normal 
vehicle driving unless a rapid change in direction occurs. 
Figure 2 shows the antenna with the radome removed. 
18 antenna elements are arranged in circular symmetry 
manner. The satellite has no regenerative repeating 
function for this modulation method. The experiment was 
performed by setting the bent pipe mode to the satellite. 

3 Basic transmission experiment

3.1 Bit error rate
Bit error rate (BER) that is a basic performance of a 

digital modem was obtained[3]. Figure 3 shows measure-
ment results with the block coding multiple number of 6 
and symbol rate of 1200 ksps. In figure 3, L1, L2 and L3 
have the coded rate 17/750, 17/125 and 102/125 
respectively. The performance of BPSK is also obtained for 
comparison. The calculated BER of BPSK are analytical 
results. The calculated BER of block coded modulation are 
results of computer simulation[4]. Degradation of the 
measured value from the calculated value is as small as 
within 0.5 dB. This almost corresponds to the performance 
of the folding measurement using a translator at the 
frequency of 140 MHz band that is the input/output 
frequency of the modem of the earth station. It was 
confirmed that there was little performance degradation by 
passing through the satellite. 
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Fig. 3　BER performance

Fig. 1　Photo of MODEM part

Table 2　Main characteristics of the antenna part
Antenna element： Two-layer self-diplexing antenna 
　Upper layer： Circular patch (Tx), Lower layer： Ring patch (Rx)
Number of antenna elements： 18
Phase shifter： Continuously variable type using double balanced 
mixers
Size： φ440×H117 mm　　Weight： 18.7 kg
Frequency ： 2655.5～2658.0 MHz (Tx)
 ： 2500.5～2503.0 MHz (Rx)
Polarization： Left hand circular polarization
Gain： 12.3 dBi (Tx),　14.5 dBi (Rx)
EIRP： 26.3 dBW　　G/T： -12.3 dB/K
Tracking method： Closed loop or Open loop
Tracking speed： 30 degrees/second at maximum

Fig. 2　Photo of antenna part
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3.2 BER performances through non-linear link
The geostationary satellite is located at 36,000 km 

above the equator. The distance from the earth station to 
the satellite is large. In satellite link, high power amplifier 
output for transmitting signals is often used near the 
saturation level. It is important to understand the 
transmission performance when the input/output charac-
teristics are in the non-linear condition. 
(1) Test via translator
As a pre-evaluation of an experiment using a satellite, 

RF signal test was performed using a translator equipped at 
an S-band base station. In the test, the output of the 
modem was connected to the S-band base station, the 
transmission output signal with 2.6 GHz band of the high 
power amplifier at the S-band base station was input to the 
translator to transform it into receiving frequency of 
2.5 GHz band. Then, it was input to the low noise amplifier 
of receiving system, 140 MHz band IF signals after 
frequency conversion were demodulated and the BER 
performance were obtained. The non-linearity of the link in 
this test was resulted from the non-linearity of the S-band 
base station’s high power amplifier. Figure 4 shows 
obtained non-linearity characteristics. In Figure 4, the 
horizontal axis indicates the output power of the modulator, 
i.e. the input power to the S-band base station and the 
vertical axis indicates the input power to the demodulator, 
i.e. the output power of the S-band base station. The 
operation point P1 with the input power value of 
-13.5 dBm to the S-band becomes 1 dB gain compression 
(1 dBGCP) whose value is compressed by 1 dB from the 
output of linear characteristics indicated by the straight 
line. The input power value to the S-band base station is 
changed based on this point P1. The BER was measured at 
three points including the operating point P1, P1+4 dB 
with the power input 4 dB larger than the input power at 

the operating point P1, and P1-6 dB with the power input 
6 dB smaller than the input power at the operating point 
P1. Figure 5 shows the BER performance of the multiple 
block coded method and the BER performance of 8PSK. As 
shown in Fig. 5, in the case of 8PSK, for example, when the 
BER is 1.0 × 10-4, P1+4 dB operating in the non-linear 
region has approximately 2 dB degradation compared to 
P1-6 dB operating in the linear region. Meanwhile, if the 
multiple block coded modulation is used, there is little 
performance degradation due to the effect of non-linearity. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that multiple block 
coded modualtion is more robust against the non-linearity.
(2) Experiment via the satellite link[5]

Figure 6 shows input/output characteristics via 
the ETS-VIII. As with Fig 4, the horizontal axis in Fig. 6 
indicates the output power of the modulator, i.e. the input 
power value to the S-band base station and the vertical axis 
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Fig. 6　Non-linearity characteristics of S-band satellite link
Fig. 4 Non-linearity characteristics for power amplifier of S-band 

earth station

Fig. 5　BER performance via translator of S-band earth station
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indicates the input power to the demodulator, i.e. the 
output power of the S-band base station. The operation 
point P1 with the input power value of -16.7 dBm to the 
S-band base station becomes 1 dB gain compression point. 
Input power to the high power amplifier is changed based 
on the point P1. Due to the operational radiated power 
limit of the satellite, P1+1.5 dB is the largest output in the 
experiment that is an input 1.5 dB larger than the operating 
point P1. At this time, the earth station operates in the 
linear region. The major cause of non-linearity is due to the 
effect of non-linearity of the high power amplifier of the 
satellite. 
Figure 7 shows the BER performance of multiple block 

coded modulation. The BER of 8PSK are also shown for 
comparison. As shown in Fig. 7, at the maximum output, 
degradation is observed in 8PSK due to non-linearity of 
satellite link. In multiple block coded modulation, until 
BER approaches approximately 1.0 × 10-6, the result is 
almost as same as that of the linear region. The multiple 
block coded modulation is robust against non-linearity of 
link. It is appropriate for the satellite link. 

4 Image transmission experiment

An image transmission experiment was performed 
during driving by mounting the earth station on a vehicle 
and setting the symbol rate to 1200 ksps. The total ratio 
between the received signal power and the noise power 
density (C/No) was approximately 72.5 dBHz when the 
mobile earth station vehicle is in static condition. If the 
satellite is in line-of-sight, the minimum value of C/No 

value during driving was approximately 71 dBHz. The BER 
performance during image transmission was not measured. 
However, the minimum value of the ratio between the 
received power per 1 bit and the noise power density 
(Eb/No) is approximately 9.5 dBHz in the case of 102/125 
with largest coding rate. The BER at this Eb/No is 
estimated to be 1 × 10-7. The developed modem has the 
normal mode in which the transmission data is categorized 
depending on importance and the test mode in which data 
is sorted randomly without specially categorizing them. If 
the transmission data is output by test mode, transmission 
of images was not completed during driving and images 
could not be regenerated at the receiving side. Meanwhile, 
in the normal mode where the transmission data was 
categorized depending on importance, images could be 
regenerated with little error. Figure 8 shows the 
transmission image and the received image in the 
experiment. It can be seen that the damage rate of images 
was approximately 2.5%. Error is observed slightly at the 
upper part of Fig. 8(b). 
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（a）Transmitted image

Fig. 8　Image data transmission test

（b）Received image

Fig. 7　BER performance via satellite
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6 Conclusion

The image transmission earth station was developed for 
mobile satellite communication and experiments to 
evaluate its performance were conducted in satellite link 
using the ETS-VIII. This earth station uses the multiple 
block coded modulation in communication. The measured 
BER performance is as close as within 0.5 dB compared to 
that of computer simulation results. Little performance 
degradation was observed in the satellite link. The BER 
performance was also obtained in the non-linear region of 
the satellite link. Almost the same BER performance was 
obtained in the non-linear region as that in the linear 
region. Further, the earth station was mounted on a vehicle 
and image transmission tests were performed during 
driving. It was confirmed that image transmission with 
little error can be realized by coding the transmission data 
depending on their importance. From these test results 
using an actual geostationary satellite, the multiple block 
coded modulation is verified suitable for mobile satellite 
communication link. 
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